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President’s Report 

By Jim Garus 
Hello all Helmet enthusiast! 
     Our Helmets should be popping out their young by now.  I put my 
feeders together 2 months ago and had great success even in poor weather. 
I put the Helmets together a couple of weeks ago in better weather and the 
dummies drop their eggs from the perches. Oh well, after 50+ years I still 
believe MFC Helmets are the best looking pigeon. I have 12 pair together 
and wishing for a good year of youngsters. 
     I have spoken to many of you and it seems that many of you are 
experiencing similar issues.  New and old breeders hang in there as the 
results come show season are very rewarding. Not to mention life time 
friendships. 
     The AHA has a good show season lined up for this year.  The district 
meet at the Pageant, at the Pomona Fair Grounds in Nov., and our Western 
Sectional in Puyallup, Wash. in early Dec. The Sectional could be a large 
Helmet show and usually the weather is not a factor. If you cannot attend 
but would like to show your birds we can help..let me know.  I encourage 
you to send your best! 
     The National in Myrtle Beach is a great place to bring the family as I 
just returned from there after visiting one of our sons. Beautiful area!  I 
personally know about the concerns of shipping our birds in a box.  I sent 8 
in a box to Amarillo and 7 were DOA. I have recently spoken with Johnnie 
de Carlo and he felt that was a rare occurrence.  I will say I had not lost one 
bird in over 50 years of shipping. 
    In closing I encourage you to attend shows in your area and try to bring 
some good birds to sell.  There are many new breeders desiring good 
breeding stock so let’s help them out.   

Take care… till next time 
Jim 
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District 1 Report  

by K. Mike LaCom 

May 2018!  I guess time does fly.  The Pageant was 6 months ago!  District 1 hosted another successful district 
show, auction and great time for AHA members. As always we had a good showing of MFC’s but we also had one of 
our better showings of SFC’s!   After a long absence the 2018 Pageant will once again be at the Pomona Fair 
Grounds the weekend before Thanksgiving.  For Jim Garus and myself this location is where it all began over 50 
years ago!  Rumor has it that this will be the location for the next National.  If so, there will not be a Pageant in 
2019.  In addition membership will need to determine the site and future rotation for Western Sectionals. 

The 2017 Pageant was well attend with 9 exhibitors.  I wish to thank Vic Eshpeter for judging the MFPH, Jim Garus 
for judging the SFC and Brian McCormick for judging the MFC.  I wonder the total number of years these three 
have in raising, showing and judging?  Great job done by all!   

Ziggy Kuna had the champion SFC, Leonard Patito the champion MFPH and K M LaCom had champion and reserve 
champion MFC. 

Also deserving thanks in recent years at the Pageant are Steve Mitchell, Dennis Manning, Jim Garus and ALWAYS 
Hank Ebbelaar in our annual auction. The most recent with Jim Garus and Hank was another success.  Bryan Arndt 
bought a couple and became District 1’s newest member…welcome to the AHA! 

Leonard has informed me that there are a FEW 2018 bands available and the 2019 have been ordered.  In addition 
the club has $2200 in the bank! 

Thank you, Gary Romig, for the AHA Helmet rendering on the last page. 

As for this year breeding it seems slow and frustrating. To me they prefer warm to hot weather, even by California 
standards.  We shall see and hopefully also you at this years Pageant in Pomona! 

AHA MASTER BREEDER HALL OF FAME

1965    Karl Cordes          MFC            1985    Lloyd/Kay Larghe   MFC            1998    Roy Hurst           MFPH 
1967    Clearance Mann   Mixed          1986    Tony Patti              Mixed          2002    Bob Bollinger     MFC 
1970    Vic Eshpeter        MFC            1991    Don Phy                 MFC             2002    Mike Crawford   MFC 
1971    Fred Smith          Mixed          1992    Don Phy                 SFC              2005    Raul Delgado     MFC 
1974    Ray Sanchez        Mixed          1992    James Jensen        MFC             2006    Bob Bollinger     MFPH 
1981    Bruce Scott         Mixed          1996    Bob Dunlap            MFC             2013    Don Phy             MFPH 
1982    Steve Mitchell     MFC            1996    Harold Strawniak    MFPH           2017   Dennis Manning   MFPH 
                                                                                                                   Honorary Myron Berger  
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District 2 Report 
by Dennis Manning 
All the District 2 breeders are mated up and underway.  Sure hoping for a productive breeding season as we will 
hold the Western Sectional in our District this year.  I would like to invite everyone in the AHA to join us for the 
Sectional, it is looking like it will be a big show.  All the Western Canadian breeders I’ve talked with are planning 
on attending and I’m hoping the District 8 and 1 guys will join us as well.  The show will be held in conjunction 
with the Northwest Winter Show in Puyallup Washington at the Puyallup County Fairgrounds.  It will be held 
December 8th and 9th 2018.  You can coop in on Friday afternoon.  I’ll get everyone the details, entry blank, etc. 
at a later time.  The Puyallup Best Western is a good choice but there are other hotels in the area.  I am happy to 
announce that thanks to Hank’s hard work we have secured the services of Darrell Sebastian to judge MFC’s and 
MFPH. Darrell judged the Sectional last year in District 9 and the results I have seen say he did a really good job 
for us.  Pavel will judge the SF varieties.  While Vic will do the muffs. 
I hope you all can attend, this is the Western Sectional but that is not intended to exclude anyone in the whole 
AHA.  If you cannot attend but want to send some birds let me know.  Between the District 2 members we should 
be able to help.  If you just want to take a trip to the NW this would be good timing.  If you do not have my 
contact information: Cell is 503-842-0197…e mail is helmet1@enbarqmail.com …mail address is 14595 Misty Drive, 
Cloverdale, OR. 97112 

District 8 Report 
by James Jensen, March 2018 

On Feb 2 and 3 we enjoyed the annual show at Hurricane, Utah.  I’m not sure how many years I have traveled to 
this show.  In the 80’s and 90’s I took my teenage son, Curtis, with me.  Now I have two nephews, my grandson 
Peter(14) and Todd (13) who make sure that I don’t miss this show.  There are certain traditional that we must 
observe to make it a successful show.  First we have to stop in Beaver, Utah at the cheese factory for some fresh 
cheese curd.  We must listen to a very old Bill Cosby tape.  We have to find a buffet to visit for dinner Friday 
night.  I am always amazed at the amount of food two teenager boys can consume. We had the same traditions 
with their Uncle Curtis when he was a teenager. 
    There were 23 MFC Helmets shown by four exhibitors: Steve Mitchell, Mike Gardner, Richard Bohman and James 
Jensen. I was amazed to see Richard there.  He had hip replacement surgery just 10 days before the show.WOW! 
Mike Cobb served as our judge.  He did an excellent job of explaining his reasoning for the choices he made.  
Mitchell and Jensen were close combatants at this show once again.  Steve Mitchell won with a black OH#1131.  
James Jensen had reserve champion with a black OH#616 and second reserve with a black YH#714.  As always we 
had an enjoyable time together showing some good birds and seeing old friends.  It was fun to have a former 
helmet breeder and AHA bulletin editor Lynn Chamberlain spend some time with us.  He is now the mayor of 
Toquerville, Utah.  We have influential friends.  We missed our friends from California.  They got their fill of 
traveling on the trip to Amarillo.  Hopefully they can make this show next year. 
    Before we knew it, the judging was done, five o’clock came and the birds were released.  My grandson had won 
several items in the raffle and had made a significant dent in the donuts.  It was time to head home.  Another 
great show in the books. 
     Here in Utah we haven’t had much of a winter until 10 days ago.  The cold came just in time to do in the first 
babies of 2018.  sounds like normal.  Maybe the next round will be more successful. 

Late April 2018 

There is not much news from District 8.  It seems everyone here is off to a slow start this year.  In my area, we 
didn’t get much of a winter until it was suppose to be Spring, then the cold hit and the babies got chilled.  
Personally I have had the highest infertility rate in my Helmets this year that I have ever experienced.  It does 
NOT seem to be a problem in the other breeds I keep. 
Well so much for the doom and gloom.  Right now I have a good round of fertile eggs and the timing is matched 
with my feeders.  Maybe I can make up for lost time.  Good luck in your breeding pen. 
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Pageant Results 2017 
Below Photos by Layne Gardener 

Champion MFC 

Champion MFPH  

Ziggy Kuna with Champion SFC 
and judge Jim Garus  

                                                                                                                                   photo by KML 
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Judge Vic Eshpeter congratulating Leonard Patito  
     with Champion MFPH 
photo by KML 

 

Brian McCormick in action with MFC’s and his always complete judging 
photo by KML 

Vic Eshpeter with a cup of COFFEE ???? 
photo by KML 
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WESTERN SECTIONAL 2017 
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GRAND NATIONAL, 
AMARILLO 

photo by 
Layne Gardener 

Leonard Patito’s 
Champion MFC 
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Leonard Patito’s Champion MFPH 

Dennis Manning’s Champion SFC 

Tony Patti’s Champion SFPH 

All photos by Layne Gardener 
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Most photos by KML 
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